MISS INNOCENT by Somebeachsomewhere. From 1 previous foal, dam of 1 winner, 1 in 2:00, including:

**SOLID ALIBI** p,2,Q1:56.3f-'20; BT1:53.1-'20 ($2,000) (American Ideal). Record at 2.

**IN FOR LIFE** p,3,1:50.4; BT1:53.1-'20 ($2,000) (American Ideal). Record at 2.

**MISS INTENSITY** p,3,1:55.4f ($80,237) by No Nukes. 7 wins, 2 thru 5.

**WICKEDLY INNOCENT** p,3,1:58.2f (dam of **HISTORYINTHEMAKING** p,2,1:57.4h). Grandam of **4,1:52.3 ($114,546)**, Mistletoe Shalee P. Dam of **second in elim. Fan Hanover S.; second in leg New York Sire S. at Monticello. At 3, winner Jugette, elim. James Lynch Mem.; third in Lou Babic S., leg New Jersey Sires S. at Freehold. At 5, second in leg Complex Ser. at Meadowlands; third in leg Four Leaf Clover Ser. at Meadowlands.

**ETERNITY'S DELIGHT** (M) p,3,1:51.4; BT1:50.2 ($277,495) (Bettor's Delight). 6 wins at 3. At 2, second in leg New York Sire S. at Monticello. At 3, winner Jugette, elim. James Lynch Mem.; second in elim. Fan Hanover S.; third in Nadia Lobell P., final James Lynch Mem.; elim. Mistletoe Shalee P. Dam of **EMERITUS MAXIMUS** p,3,1:48.4f ($685,760). **IDEAL ROCKY** p,2,1:52.4; 1:50.2f ($526,799), **E DEE'S WELL SAID** p,2,1:56.1f; 3,1:53f; 4,1:52h ($186,797). **KNOCKOUT ARTIST** p,3,1:53f; 4,1:53f ($123,563), **DELIGHTFUL FASHION** p,3,1:52.4; 4,1:52.4 ($114,546), **LaBelle's Rock N Roll** p,2,1:57.2; 3,1:57.1; 4,1:54.3. **ROCK WITH DELIGHT** p,2,1:58h; 3,1:57.1; 4,1:54.3, **HURRIKANE BUD** p,3,1:51.4. **SHE'S IN FOR LIFE** (M) p,2,1:56f; 3,1:53f; 4,1:52h ($144,773) (Somebeachsomewhere). Winner at 3.

**TAKING THE DEAL** p,3,1:58h; 4,1:51.4 ($77,371) (Western Ideal). 18 wins, 3 thru 10.

**SUNNYSEVENTYFIVE** (M) p,2,1:56.1f; 3,Q1:55f; BT1:52.3f ($50,465) (Somebeachsomewhere). 4 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, second in Pennsylvania All-Stars. At 3, third in leg Pennsylvania Stallion Ser. at Philadelphia.

**IDEAL JUSTICE** (M) p,2,Q2:00.3h; 3,1:57.1f; BT1:53.2 ($23,051) (Western Ideal). 2 wins at 3. Dam of **BETTOR JUSTICE** p,3,1:57h; **SOMERACESOMEWHERE** p,4,1:57.4f. **EARLY PAROLL** (M) p,2,Q1:58.1; 3,1:56.1h; BT1:54.2s ($15,561) (Western Ideal). 2 wins at 3. Dam of **HOWMAC DIAMOND** p,2,Q2:03.3h; 3,1:57.1h; **HOWMAC MAGIC** p,3,1:58.3h; 4,1:58h-'20.

**PARDON THE RED** p,3,1:58f; BT1:53.3 ($2,210) (Somebeachsomewhere). Winner at 3. Producer: Cam For Life (dam of **SPORTS NATION** p,3,1:59h; **NORUCAT ROCKETTE** p,2,1:56f; 3,1:53f. **ROCK MY LIFE** p,3,1:55.4f; **ROCKETTE BABY** p,2,1:54.3h, **JOHNNY ROCKETTE** p,2,1:54.3h).